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On Sept. 1-6, Latin American Economic System (SELA) technical and ministerial-level meetings
took place at SELA headquarters in Caracas, Venezuela. SELA member-nations number 26.
Summarized below are highlights of reports prepared for the conference, policy developments
and debate. Aug. 26: According to study results released by the SELA permanent secretariat,
concern about rechanneling of foreign aid and private investment and loans from Latin America
to Eastern Europe is largely unwarranted. Infrastructural deficiencies, legal obstacles and political
uncertainty in Eastern Europe have thus far limited private capital inflows from the US, Japan
and Western Europe. Between 1988 and 1989, exports to advanced industrialised countries from
Eastern Europe rose from $43 billion to $49 billion. Meanwhile, trade within the bloc declined.
The SELA study indicated that a larger portion of available government-financed development
aid may be diverted to Eastern Europe, especially as a result of donor nation budget cutbacks.
This type of shift would negatively affect the region's poorest nations, e.g., Haiti, and Central
America. Most other countries do not receive concessionary types of funds. In contrast, the
majority of Latin American and Caribbean nations would be impacted by the reduction or loss
of government aid for foreign debt reduction under the "Brady plan" guidelines. Nevertheless,
the report said there is no evidence that such a reduction is imminent. The SELA study pointed
out that development aid and loans will continue to be scarce, with or without Eastern European
requirements. Aug. 29: SELA representatives told reporters that conference participants plan to
prepare a joint statement expressing interest in prioritizing the revitalization of the UN Conference
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). The UN agency's next general meetings are scheduled
for February in Cartagena, Colombia. The statement is grounded on a SELA analysis requesting
that UNCTAD go beyond the "generic" agenda proposed for meetings in February development
resources, raw materials, trade, services, technology transfer , toward review and modification of
UNCTAD activities. The Agence France-Presse cited an unidentified participant in the SELA council
meeting as saying that UNCTAD is the "only guarantee for a global focus on international economic
relations with emphasis on development problems, at a time when such questions are forgotten
in other global forums." While UNCTAD's purpose established in the 1960s as a forum for global
analysis, technical assistance and negotiation are "correct," said SELA council participants, the
international context has changed. Consequently, SELA hopes to propose the following additions
to UNCTAD activities: (1) For purposes of global analysis and policy formulation, UNCTAD must
create instruments such as a committee for international coordination of economic development.
The committee would be comprised of government officials, as well as representatives of nongovernmental monetary, financial and trade organizations. (2) In its technical support capacity
to developing countries, UNCTAD should create a Development Institute which removes such
activities from the Conference secretariat, and diversifies support in areas defined as urgent, such
as South-South cooperation. (3) In its negotiations role, UNCTAD is requested to assume a new
strategy of seeking to promote negotiations on specific matters with limited objectives, and without
necessarily involving all 166 member-nations. According to the SELA proposal, "It is not possible
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to continue analysis of all topics in dichotomous terms and through the perspective of North-South
confrontation. Sept. 2: Ministers representing 20 nations proposed regional negotiations with the
World Bank to finance aid to children programs. Participants reiterated concerns throughout the
region of adolescent maternity, support for working mothers, and means to reduce the number
of "street children." Technical experts commenced debate on a SELA report titled, "La Dinamica
y los Dilemas de la Integracion en America Latina." The report outlines the region's reduced
participation in global trade in recent years, and the progress of diverse economic integration
schemes. "Traditional" problems vis-a-vis integration continue, including a coherent and consistent
strategy to reduce regional industries' vulnerability to foreign competition, inadequate product
specialization, and the need to strengthen the region's bargaining capacity with third countries.
Current integration programs permit progress in neutralizing developed nation protectionism,
access to "First World" markets, and achieving a positive flow of financial resources. The SELA
report insists that sustained economic growth is impossible without a processed of expanding and
deepening industrialization. SELA proposes that regional governments promote industrialization
via domestic and foreign financing, and appropriate tariff, currency exchange and spending policies.
Next, the SELA report identifies current positive factors for achieving integration as follows:
the general preferential tariff scheme developed by the Latin American Integration Association
(ALADI); establishment of the MERCOSUR common market arrangement by 1995 (Argentina,
Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay); the Jan. 1, 1992 trade liberalization deadline by the Andean Pact
nations, followed by a common market framework in 1995; creation of the Group of 3 (Colombia,
Venezuela, and Mexico) aimed at a free trade zone by 1995, and the Group's free trade initiative
toward Central American countries; commitments to partial tariff reductions by Argentina and
Chile, Mexico and Venezuela, and Chile with Mexico and Venezuela. SELA has compiled profiles
of 1,059 regional cooperation and integration projects sponsored by over 100 organizations. SELA's
PESICRE (Proyecto Estado de Situacion de Cooperacion Regional) has databases on integration and
cooperation projects, institutions, and treaties and agreements. Sept. 3: Technical experts requested
that the permanent secretary focus on industrialization financing and policy in consultations with
the UN Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLAC), the Inter-American Development Bank
(IDB), and the UN Industrial Development Organization. Sept. 5: ECLAC executive secretary Gert
Rosenthal told member-nation ministers that regional economic performance has changed in the
1990s as follows: 1) In contrast to generalized recession of the 1980s, economic growth in 1991 for
most countries in the region is predicted at between 2.5% and 4%. 2) Cases of "hyperinflation" have
been brought under control, with the exception of Brazil. 3) Fiscal "adjustments" continue to be
consolidated. However, the lion's share of such efforts are grounded on government consumption
and investment cuts, and privatization of state-owned property. Rosenthal pointed out that both
activities are "difficult to maintain." 4) In the first half of 1991, voluntary private capital flows to
some nations in the region were significant. This development is partially attributed to higher
interest rates than in investors' countries of origin, rather than attractive productive investment
opportunities. 5) As a result of the increased capital flow from abroad, central banks accumulated
reserves. Consequently, capital movements contradicted governments' restrictive monetary policies.
6) Results of surveys indicate improvement in business confidence. 7) Although the foreign debt
problem has declined as a priority of government policy and regional debate, the phenomenon of
over-indebtedness persists. Debt service arrears by year-end are expected to total about $25 billion.
8) Intra-regional trade has been emphasized, alongside a revitalization of economic integration
efforts, e.g., the Andean Pact, MERCOSUR, in Central America, and the Caribbean Community
(CARICOM). Rosenthal emphasized that the above patterns are grounded on increasing income
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inequalities. Fiscal austerity is positively correlated with rising levels of un- and underemployment,
and also restricts maneuvering room for economic policymaking. Rosenthal added that all indicators
available to ECLAC indicate that "economic adjustment" has resulted in "highly regressive income
redistribution." According to SELA executive secretary Carlos Perez del Castillo, the organization's
recent achievements include coordinating a regional position vis-a-vis the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and a plan for resolving the foreign debt crisis. Ministers agreed on
Oct. 9-11 as the date for a regional conference on industrialization in Caracas. Conference sponsors
include SELA, ALADI, ECLAC and the IDB. [Basic data from Inter Press Service (Italy), 08/26/91;
Notimex, 09/02/91; EFE (Spain), 09/02/91, 09/03/91, 09/05/91; Agence France-Presse, 08/29/91,
09/02/91, 09/03/94, 09/05/91; Prensa Latina (Cuba), 09/03/91, 09/05/91]

-- End --
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